There was cretin issues represented in your statement and I would more clarification due
to my absent and not have a full knowledge of the details, please the point that you wish
to over look (Explain in details, why):
1. Accusing the group with false accusation and sometimes blame it in the Ba’ath?
Did Amir of the believer notice that and where and what evidence you have?
2. Sometimes they associated the group with other Islamic waves, and that is a lie?
What do you mean?
3. Some other times they associated with intelligence affiliations? Do you have any
evidence to such thing?
4. One of the incident the killing off one of there field leader, Brother Harith Al
Darrie, my God the almighty accept him, and also killed some of the soldiers form
Mujahdeen army, Ansar Alsunnah and the threat the Islamic Front (Mosque)?
What can I say about this point, please explain in details.
5. my challenges to all Mujahdeen except Al Qaeda to conduct one mission against
American base, God I ask you the forgiveness, dose the light of day requires
evidence, we can say that enemies and friends has witnessed that, it was not a
secret the great effort by the Islamic Army, form breaking into army bases in
access of ten’s and the toppling of many military bases by the grace of God from
the beginning to end and sign of that the last 2 bases.
6. The point of there being here before Al Qaeda.
7. If we concern our self with the lack of men, we can say most people know it was
falseness, and it was no secret,,,,, look at the reports and video that was done by
the knowledge of Al Qaeda and also letter done by there leadership that never left
any details to the imaginations, let us not forget all the details that was found in
reference to 9/11, we will not be the one to do tell on the locations of Al Qaeda
members in the Arab and foreign world and, because all there secrets was noted in
their letters? Do you conceder that association with the Masada?
8. And to the point of calling us the Hezbollah the Saudi, We thank God the
almighty, we have never been a part of a government, political party, or any front
foreign or domestic, we have suffers enough as much our bother the Salfi in Iraq
specially in the last decade of the last century, from there concentration on the
relationship between Saudi and Wahabies, as they call them, the odd thing here is
adding the word Masada!!!!!
9. We thank god the almighty, that we have never asked for any help financially
form any Arabic state or Iran, and we have never tried to receive and support to
the Jihad from any Arabic state except if was a support to the Muslim as whole in
Iraq, and to whom who claim that we have received money from oil sales, I can
say the Mujahdeen never collected such a thing neither from Iraqi oil or any other
oil from any Arabic state directly or indirectly.
10. Who are those idol worshipers? And what is the mystery? ………................. I
will leave the rest of the accusations to future letters, what did our bother left for
the army of the infidels, Shalabie, A’lawi and other.
11. Dose the laymen is disobedience because he did not pledge, and also the rest of
the groups?
12. You have asked the tribes to meekness and rest!! By God dose Iraq have any
meekness and rest.

13. He called the pledge of his allegiance the duty of the century, and that by it self
very dangerous for anyone who understand.
14. From the three head dagger: who has accused the group off becoming part of a
great power and being part of a dagger with three heads………..etc and whom are
the envious and the week”
15. He accused the groups of signing a treaty with the American’s.
16. I do believe he did not separate between negotiations controlled under Shariea
and the treaty of surrenders which are the effort of the failure. And he who request
a permission form his state and when he recognize it can request its permission.
17. And id we speak of the legality of negations with our enemy, we can say we will
never negotiate with any enemy, neither the American’s the Safawie’s and such to
this hour.
18. The point or the clause of negations which was mentioned before I will not discus
at this time. We also not aware of any Jihad group negotiated the American’s and
any one with them, except those who are nothing but parasite on the shoulder of
Jihad and there secret are exposed.

Any point I did not discuss at the moment or a point you need to discus. Please notify
me, and I will respond to your letter after gathering all the missing answers.

